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We might describe with great prolixity, and yet fail to express
the charms of the singular conversation, which Wilhelm carried
on with this wayfaring stranger. To every observation which our
friend addressed to him, the old man, with the nicest accordance,
answered in some melody, which awakened all the cognate emo-
tions, and opened a wide field to the imagination.
Whoever has happened to assist at a meeting of certain de-
vout people, who conceive that, in a state of separation from the
Church, they can edify each other in a purer, more affecting, and
more spiritual manner, may form to himself some conception of
the present scene. He will recollect how the leader of the meet-
ing would append to his words some verse of a song, that raised
the soul till, as he wished, she took wing; how another of the
flock would ere long subjoin, in a different tune, some verse of a
different song; and to this again a third would link some verse
of a third song; by which means the kindred ideas of the songs
to which the verses belonged were indeed suggested, yet each
passage by its new combination became new and individualised, as
if it had been first composed that moment; and thus, from a well-
known circle of ideas, from well-known songs and sayings, there
was formed, for that particular society in that particular time, an
original whole, by means of which their minds were animated,
strengthened and refreshed. So likewise did the old man edify
his guest: byjknown and unknown songs and passages, he brought
feelings near and distant, emotions sleeping and awake, pleasant
and painful, into a circulation, from which, in Wilhelm's actual
state, the best effects might be anticipated.
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accordingly, in walking back, he began to think with greater
earnestness than ever on his present situation: he had reached
home with the firm purpose of altering it, when the landlord dis-
closed to him, by way of secret, that Mademoiselle Philip a had
made a conquest of the Count's Stallmeister; who, after executing
his commission at his master's Estate, had returned in the greatest
haste, and was even now partaking of a good supper with her up
in her chamber.
At this very moment Melina came in with a notary: they went
into Wilhelm's chamber together, where the latter, though with
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